
Index

abnormal MEG waveforms
abnormal slow waves 75, 76
abnormal wave patterns 75–77
definition of MEG spikes and patterns

77–78, 79
epilepsy and MEG 78–81
epileptiform discharges 75–77
focal delta waves 75, 76
ictal discharges 81–82
polyspikes 75–78, 79
sharp waves 75–78, 79
spike-and-wave complexes 75–77
spikes 75–78, 79

activation (function-specific brain activities) 4
age-dependent changes in cognition, potential

applications of MEG 174
alpha waves 72
Alzheimer’s disease, potential applications of

MEG 175–176
arachnoidal cysts 88
artifacts in normal spontaneous MEG

cardiac artifacts 63–65
dental implants 65–67
environmental noise 67
eye blinks 63, 64
eye movements 63
ferromagnetic dental implants 65–67
magnetized EEG electrodes 66, 67
muscle (EMG) activity 63, 64
respiratory artifacts 65

Asperger’s syndrome see autism spectrum
disorder

astrocytoma 88
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder

(ADHD), potential applications of MEG
181–182

auditory evoked magnetic fields (AEFs)
aberrant AEFs 136–137

advantages over auditory evoked potentials
(AEPs) 134

clinical applications 134
normative AEF data 136
referral questions that may be addressed 137
use in presurgical planning 137

auditory evoked magnetic fields (AEFs)
recording 134

AEF sources 134–135
recording parameters 135
stimulation 135

auditory evoked potentials (AEPs) 134
autism spectrum disorder (ASD), potential

applications of MEG 180–181
axial gradiometers 19–21, 22
axonal currents 7

contribution to magnetic flux 11–12

baseline length, effects on magnetic flux
recording 20

beamformers
adaptive 44–45
advantages 45–46
characteristics 44
limitations 46
nonadaptive 44–45
relation to minimum-norm approaches

45–46
spatial filter functions 44
synthetic aperture magnetometry (SAM)

44–45
Tikhonov regularization 45

benign epileptic transients of sleep (BETS)
70–71

beta waves 72, 73
bioelectromagnetic inversion 26
biological magnetic fields, strength of 13, 15
Biot–Savart Law 23
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boundary element models (BEMs) of the head
31–32

brain activity
activation (function-specific activities) 4
baseline-activity profile 4
deviations from baseline activity 4

brain mechanisms, identifying components
111–112

brain mechanisms for language, detection of
reorganization 154–156

brain tumors
and lesional epilepsies 88
MEG spike localizations 88
potential applications of MEG 188

Broca’s area, location using LRFs 145, 152–154

cardiac artifacts in MEG 63–65
cavernoma 88–89
cavernoma with bleeding 88
cerebral ischemia, potential applications of

MEG 188–189
cerebrovascular disease, MEG detection of

functional reorganization 190–191
clinical use of MEG/MSI

demagnetization of the subject 47–48
elimination of sources of noise 47–48
head positioning and fixing 47
integration of MEG/MSI and MRI images

48–50
length of the recording session 48
MEG analysis software 48, 49
monitoring the subject’s state of alertness 48
use in surgical neuronavigation systems

49–50
use of whole-head systems 47
see also MEG recordings of spontaneous

brain activity
coherence analysis of MEG or EEG data

157–158
coordinate system to define MEG

measurement space 24–25
corpus callostomy in children, role of MEG

evaluation 98–100
cortical malformations

and lesional epilepsies 89
MEG spike localizations 89

delta waves 74
focal 75, 76

dendritic currents 7
contribution to magnetic flux 11–12

dental implants, artifacts in MEG 65–67
depression, diagnostic potential of MEG

184
dewar housing for magnetometers 13–16
dipolar distributions 17–18, 19

extrema 18, 19
dipole fitting see discrete source models
direct transfer function (DTF) 158
discrete source models

applications 35
characteristics 34
comparison with distributed source models

34–35
dipole fitting 34–35
global error minimisation 34
local estimator approach 34–35
multiple ECD (equivalent current dipole)

model 34, 37–38, 39
reliability of estimated sources 38–39
single ECD (equivalent current dipole)

model 34, 35–37, 38–39
spatial aliasing problem 39
spatial undersampling problem 39
spatiotemporal dipole modeling 37–38

distributed source models
characteristics 40
comparison with discrete source models

34–35
dynamic statistical parametric mapping

(dSPM) 43
EPIFOCUS algorithm 43
ill-posed (underdetermined) nature 40
lead-field normalization 41–42
LORETA method 42
magnetic field tomography (MFT) 43
minimum current estimates (MCE) 43
minimum-norm estimates (MNE) 43
minimum-norm models 40–43
nonlinear distributed source methods

43
regularization methods for minimum-norm

models 41–43
sLORETA method 43

drugs, use to elicit abnormal activity 61
dynamic statistical parametric mapping

(dSPM) 43
dyslexia, potential applications of MEG

178–179

ECD (equivalent current dipole), models see
discrete source models
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electroencephalogram (EEG) 3
measurement of volume currents 8–9
simultaneous MEG/EEG recordings 60

EMFs see evoked magnetic fields
environmental noise, artifacts in MEG 67
EPIFOCUS algorithm 43
epilepsy and MEG 78–81

ictal discharges 81–82
epilepsy MEG investigations

extratemporal lobe epilepsies (ETLEs)
90–91

nonlesional temporal lobe epilepsies (TLEs)
90

see also lesional epilepsy MEG investigations
epilepsy surgery

description of the epileptogenic zone 83–84
epileptogenic zone localization with MEG

83–85
irritative networks 83–84
large network hypothesis 83–84
suitable patients 83
surgical outcome and MEG localizations 85
see also pediatric epilepsy surgery

epileptic activity provocation methods 85–86
epileptic aphasia, potential applications of

MEG 182
epileptiform discharges 75–77
epileptiform spike-and-wave discharge 4
epileptogenic zone localization

alternatives to spike analysis 87
epileptic activity provocation methods

85–86
ictal MEG investigations 84
interictal MEG compared with interictal

EEG 84–85
MEG localization 100
planning for surgical procedures 83–84
source localization techniques in adult

epilepsy 86–87
surgical outcome and MEG localizations 85
temporal lobe epilepsy 87
use of slow-wave activity 87

equivalent current dipole (ECD) models see
discrete source models

event-related desynchronization (ERD) of
MEG or EEG data 157

event-related synchronization (ERS) of MEG
or EEG data 157

evoked magnetic field (EMF) data, future
directions

coherence analysis 157–158

direct transfer function (DTF) 158
event-related desynchronization (ERD) 157
event-related synchronization (ERS) 157
spectral analysis of MEG data 157
temporal spectral evolution (TSE) 157

evoked magnetic fields (EMFs)
clinical applications of MEG 111
generation by brain activity 111–112
identification of components of brain

mechanisms 111–112
representation of brain activity 112
see also auditory evoked magnetic fields

(AEFs); language-related brain magnetic
fields (LRFs); movement-related
magnetic fields (MRFs); somatosensory
evoked fields (SEFs); visual evoked
magnetic fields (VEFs)

evoked magnetic fields (EMFs) recording
artifact prevention 112
artifact removal 113–115
data storage 113
duration of sessions 112
general instructions for MEG activation

studies 112
patient engagement in the activation task

112
removing “bad” channels 115–116
replications 113
signal averaging 117
signal filtering and electromagnetic-noise

reduction 116–117
evoked potentials (EPs) 3
extratemporal lobe epilepsies (ETLEs), MEG

investigations 90–91
extrema of dipolar distributions 18, 19
eye-blink artifacts in MEG 63, 64
eye movement artifacts in MEG 63

ferromagnetic dental implants, artifacts in
MEG 65–67

fetal MEG 178
fidelity of MEG/MSI 4–6
finite difference models (FDMs) of the head

32–33
finite element models (FEMs) of the head

32–33
first-order sensors 18–20
focal cortical malformations 88
forward problem in MSI 23–24, 27–28, 34
frequency bands of normal spontaneous MEG

71
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functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) 3–4

functional reorganization following stroke
190–191

future applications of clinical MEG
age-dependent changes in cognition 174
Alzheimer’s disease 175–176
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder

(ADHD) 181–182
autism spectrum disorder (ASD) 180–181
brain tumors 188
cerebral ischemia 188–189
cerebrovascular disease, functional

reorganization 190–191
depression 184
dyslexia 178–179
epileptic aphasia 182
fetal MEG 178
functional reorganization following stroke

190–191
Lewy body dementia, differential diagnosis

176–177
mild cognitive impairment (MCI) 175–176
multiple sclerosis (MS) 187
neurodegenerative disorders 174–177
neurodevelopmental disorders 178–182
neurological disorders 186–189
normal aging process 174
obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) 185
Parkinson’s disease 176–177, 187
post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) 185
psychiatric disorders 183–185
schizophrenia 183–184
stroke 188–189, 190–191
tinnitus 186–187
tremor syndromes 187

ganglioglioma 88
glioma 88
global error minimization approach to source

estimation 34
gradiometers

magnetic flux recording 18–22
noise reduction 18–20, 21

head models used in MEG
boundary element models (BEMs) 31–32
classes of head models 29, 30
finite difference models (FDMs) 32–33
finite element models (FEMs) 32–33
local spheres models 29–31

multisphere models 29–31
purpose 29
spherical models 29–31

head positioning and fixing for MEG/MSI 47,
59

hemimegalencephaly 88
hemispheric dominance for language,

assessment using LRFs 145, 149–154
hyperventilation, use to elicit abnormal

activity 61
hypnagogic hypersynchrony 71

infinite mixture problem in MSI 26–27
instrumentation problem in MSI 27
inverse problem in MSI 23–24, 28
invisible source problem in MSI 27

K-complex waveforms 68

lambda waves 69
Landau–Kleffner syndrome 182
language-related brain magnetic fields

(LRFs)
aberrant LRFs 154–156
clinical applications 144
detection of reorganization of brain

mechanisms 154–156
hemispheric dominance for language 145,

149–154
location of expressive language-specific

cortex (Broca’s area) 145, 152–154
location of receptive language-specific

cortex (Wernicke’s area) 145, 152–154
normative LRF data 149, 150

language-related brain magnetic fields (LRFs)
recording 144–149

data processing 146–149
LRF sources 144–145
patient alertness and cooperation 146
recording parameters 146
stimulation 145

lead-field normalization 41–42
lesional epilepsy MEG investigations

brain tumors 88
cortical malformations 89
multiple lesions 88
pathologies associated with ictal-onset

regions 88
presurgical localization and evaluation of

lesions 88
vascular malformations 88–89
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Lewy body dementia, differential diagnosis
using MEG/MSI 176–177

lobectomy candidates (paediatric), MEG
evaluation 93–98, 125

local estimator approach to source estimation
34–35

local spheres models of the head 29–31
LORETA (low resolution electromagnetic

tomography) method 42

magnetic field
components of 18–20
proportional dissipation 10–11

magnetic field strength 10–11
biological magnetic fields 13, 15

magnetic field tomography (MFT) 43
magnetic flux

axonal current contribution 11–12
dendritic current contribution 11–12
direction relative to the current 9–10
right-hand rule 9–10
sources of 3–4, 8, 11–12
surface distribution 9–11
synaptic current contribution 11–12

magnetic flux density 10–11
magnetic flux recording

amplification of the induced currents 14–15
axial gradiometers 19–21, 22
components of the magnetic field 18–20
dewar housing for magnetometers 13–16
dipolar distributions 17–18, 19
effects of baseline length 20
extrema of dipolar distributions 18, 19
factors affecting recorded flux distribution

13, 14, 16–18, 19
first-order sensors 18–20
gradiometer sensors 18–22
magnetically shielded room 16
magnetometer construction and housing

13–16
magnetometer sensors 13, 14
noise reduction by gradiometers 18–20, 21
planar gradiometers 19–22
shape of magnetic flux lines at the head

surface 13, 14
strength of biological magnetic fields 13, 15
superconducting magnetometer wires

13–14, 15
superconductive quantum interference

devices (SQUIDS) 14–15
magnetic permeability of tissues 11

magnetic resonance imaging see MRI
magnetic signals from neuronal signaling

events 3–4
magnetic source imaging see MSI
magnetically shielded room for magnetic flux

recording 16
magnetized EEG electrodes, artifacts in MEG

66, 67
magnetoencephalography see MEG
magnetometers

construction and housing 13–16
magnetic flux recording 13, 14

MEG (magnetoencephalography)
activation (function-specific activities) 4
baseline-activity profile 4
chronic deviations from baseline activity

4
definition 3
descriptions of the MEG/MSI process 26
fidelity of functional images 4–6
function-specific activities (activation) 4
nature of magnetic signals 3–4
neuronal signaling events 3–4
noninvasive nature 3–4
phasic deviations from baseline activity 4
reliability of results 4–5
source of magnetic signals 3–4
spatial resolution 5
spontaneous deviations from baseline

activity 4
temporal resolution 5–6
uses 3
validity of results 5–6

MEG analysis software 48, 49
MEG dipole cluster, role in paediatric

preoperative evaluation 93–98, 99
MEG recordings of spontaneous brain activity

elicitation of abnormal activity via drugs 61
elicitation of abnormal activity via

hyperventilation 61
head positioning 59
ISACM guidelines 59
recording during sleep 61
recording during the resting state 60–61
recording time 60
sampling rate 60
simultaneous MEG/EEG recordings 60
use of sedation 62
see also clinical use of MEG/MSI

mild cognitive impairment (MCI), potential
applications of MEG 175–176
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minimum current estimates (MCE) 43
minimum-norm estimates (MNE) 43
minimum-norm models 40–43

as nonadaptive beamformers 45
motor evoked fields (MEFs) see

movement-related magnetic fields
(MRFs)

movement-related magnetic fields (MRFs)
clinical applications 128
indications for MEG/MSI motor mapping

132–133
normative MRF data 130–132
referral questions that may be addressed

132–133
movement-related magnetic fields (MRFs)

recording 128
elicitation 128–129
eye- and body-movement artifacts 130
recording parameters 129–130
triggering 129

MRI (magnetic resonance imaging)
functional magnetic resonance imaging

(fMRI) 3–4
integration with MEG/MSI 24–25, 48–50
nonlesional see pediatric epilepsy surgery

(nonlesional MRI)
MRI focal lesions, pediatric epilepsy surgery

92
MSI (magnetic source imaging)

Biot–Savart Law 23
coordinate system defining the space of

MEG measurements 24–25
coregistration of reference points 24–25
coregistration with structural MRI 24–25
definition 3
descriptions of the MEG/MSI process 26
estimation of attributes of the source 23
solution of the forward problem 23–24
solution of the inverse problem 23–24
use of fiducial points on the head surface

24–25
MSI problems

forward problem 23–24, 27–28, 34
infinite mixture problem 26–27
inherent uncertainty in the process 26–27
instrumentation problem 27
inverse problem 23–24, 28
invisible source problem 27

mu waves 69–70
multiple ECD (equivalent current dipole)

model 34, 37–38, 39

multiple sclerosis (MS), potential applications
of MEG 187

multisphere models of the head 29–31
muscle (EMG) activity artifacts in MEG 63,

64

neurocytoma 88
neurodegenerative disorders, potential

applications of MEG 174–177
neurodevelopmental disorders, potential

applications of MEG 178–182
neurological disorders, potential applications

of MEG 186–189
neuronal signaling

abnormal deviations in activity 7–9
creation of electrical currents 7
primary (source) currents 7–9, 11–12
sources of magnetic flux 3–4, 8, 11–12
volume currents 8–9, 11

noise reduction by gradiometers 18–20, 21
nonadaptive beamformers, minimum-norm

approaches as 45
noninvasive nature of MEG/MSI 3–4
nonlesional temporal lobe epilepsies (TLEs),

MEG investigations 90
nonlinear distributed source methods

43
normal aging process, potential applications of

MEG 174
normal MEG waveforms 68–71

alpha waves 72
benign epileptic transients of sleep (BETS)

70–71
beta waves 72, 73
delta waves 74
frequency bands of normal spontaneous

MEG 71
hypnagogic hypersynchrony 71
K-complex 68
lambda waves 69
mu waves 69–70
positive occipital sharp transients of sleep

(POSTS) 69
sleep spindles 69, 70
slow waves 73, 74
theta waves 73, 74
vertex waves (V-waves) 68, 69

obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD),
diagnostic potential of MEG 185

oligodendro glioma 88
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Parkinson’s disease
differential diagnosis using MEG/MSI

176–177
use of MEG in tremor syndromes 187

pediatric epilepsy surgery
candidates for evaluation 92
definition of nonlesional MRI 92–93
differences from adult epilepsy surgery 92
goals 92
outcomes with nonlesional MRI 92–93
with focal lesion on MRI 92

pediatric epilepsy surgery (nonlesional MRI)
definition of nonlesional MRI 92–93
MEG evaluation of corpus callostomy

candidates 98–100
MEG evaluation of lobectomy candidates

93–98, 125
MEG evaluation of topectomy candidates

93–98, 99
MEG localization of epileptogenic zones 100

nonlesional refractory status epilepticus 100
role of the MEG dipole cluster in

preoperative evaluation 93–98, 99
use of MEG in epilepsy surgery evaluation

100–101
planar gradiometers 19–22
polymicrogyria 88
polyspikes (MEG waveforms) 75–78, 79
positive occipital sharp transients of sleep

(POSTS) 69
positron-emission tomography (PET) 3–4
post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD),

diagnostic potential of MEG 185
primary (source) currents 7–9, 11–12
proportional dissipation of magnetic fields

10–11
psychiatric disorders, diagnostic potential of

MEG 183–185

recording sessions for MEG/MSI, length of 48,
60

reliability of MEG/MSI 4–5
respiratory artifacts in MEG 65
resting state, MEG recordings during 60–61

SAM (synthetic aperture magnetometry)
44–45

sampling rate for MEG recordings 60
schizophrenia, diagnostic potential of MEG

183–184

sedation
effects on beta waves 72
use during MEG recordings 62

sharp waves (MEG waveforms) 75–78, 79
single ECD (equivalent current dipole) model

34, 35–37, 38–39
sleep, MEG recordings during 61
sleep spindles 69, 70
sLORETA method 43
slow waves 73, 74

abnormal forms 75, 76
somatosensory evoked fields (SEFs)

aberrant SEFs 123–124
advantages over somatosensory evoked

potentials (SEPs) 118
clinical applications 118–119
indications for MEG/MSI somatosensory

mapping 124–127
normative SEF data 120–123
referral questions that may be addressed

124–127
somatosensory evoked fields (SEFs) recording

119–120
recording parameters 120
stimulation 119–120

somatosensory evoked potentials (SEPs)
118

source analysis 26
source estimation 26
source imaging 26
source localization 26
source models see discrete source models;

distributed source models
spatial aliasing problem, discrete source

models 39
spatial resolution of an image, definitions

5
spatial undersampling problem, discrete

source models 39
spatiotemporal dipole modeling 37–38
spectral analysis of MEG data 157
spherical models of the head 29–31
spike-and-wave complexes 75–77
spikes (MEG waveforms) 75–78, 79
stroke

MEG detection of functional reorganization
190–191

potential applications of MEG 188–189,
190–191

structural MRI, coregistration with
MSI/MEG-derived active source 24–25
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Sturge–Weber syndrome 88
superconducting magnetometer wires 13–14,

15
superconductive quantum interference devices

(SQUIDS) 14–15
surgery see epilepsy surgery; pediatric epilepsy

surgery
surgical neuronavigation systems, use of

MEG/MSI 49–50
synaptic currents 7

contribution to magnetic flux 11–12
synthetic aperture magnetometry (SAM)

44–45

temporal resolution of MEG 5–6
temporal spectral evolution (TSE) analysis of

MEG data 157
theta waves 73, 74
Tikhonov regularization 45
tinnitus, potential applications of MEG

186–187
tissues, magnetic permeability of 11
topectomy candidates (pediatric), MEG

evaluation 93–98, 99
tremor syndromes, potential applications of

MEG 187
tuberous sclerosis 88

uncertainty inherent in the MEG/MSI process
26–27

unilateral Ammon’s horn sclerosis 88

validity of MEG/MSI 5–6
vascular malformations

and lesional epilepsies
88–89

MEG spike localization
88–89

vertex waves (V-waves) 68, 69
visual evoked magnetic fields (VEFs)

aberrant VEFs 141
advantages over visual evoked potentials

(VEPs) 138
clinical applications 138
normative VEF data 141
referral questions that may be addressed

141–143
use in presurgical planning

141–143
visual evoked magnetic fields (VEFs) recording

138–141
recording parameters

139–141
stimulation 139
VEF sources 138

visual evoked potentials (VEPs) 138
volume currents 8–9, 11

waveforms see abnormal MEG waveforms;
normal MEG waveforms

Wernicke’s area, location using LRFs 145,
152–154

whole-head systems, clinical use of MEG/MSI
47
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